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Abstruc-We have designed and fabricated test structures
that allow the determination of the critical current density and
processing run-out of low T, Josephson junctions based only on
room-temperaturemeasurements. We demonstrated that the 300
K tunneling conductance of a junction barrier is proportional to
the critical current at 4.2 K. This testing technique greatly reduced the time required to characterize a process wafer. In one
demonstration we tested hundreds of devices across a 150-mmdiameter wafer in less than an hour. In another we used a selective niobium anodization process with only two mask levels to
determine the critical current density of a NWAlOJTVb trilayer
within a day of its deposition. We have also used automated
probing stations to decrease testing delays further and thus to
improve process cycle time.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nb/AVAIO,/Nb trilayer superconducting tunnel junctions
have become the de facto standard for low-T, superconducting electronics. The greatest challenge in fabricating trilayer
junctions lies in controlling the targeting and uniformity of
the tunneling barrier. This difficulty is greatly amplified by a
problem inherent to fabrication of any cryogenic electronic
circuit: how does one achieve control of a low-temperature
device parameter based on process-monitoring measurements
made at room temperature? In this paper we address this
question as it pertains to Josephson-junction-based electronics.
We have fabricated two types of test structures designed to
determine the electrical properties of Josephson junctions
using measurements made at room temperature. We have also
developed a processing technique that rapidly produces simple structures for testing, allowing a trilayer to be characterized in a few days, before effort is expended on a lengthy
fabrication process.
Most past studies of normal tunneling behavior at any temperature range have focused on AVAlO,/Al [1][2] or
Pb/AlO,/Al [3] structures. Studies on Nb/AVAlO,/Nb trilayers have been used in the past to study the chemistry of the
barrier [4]. Our study examined the 4.2K and 300K behavior
of Nb/AlO,/AL/Nb tunnel junctions and provides an empirical
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relation for establishing 4.2 K behavior based on 300 K test,s.
The process-dependence of this law was established by coniparison of data from two processes with different J, and V8
and different trilayer fabrication methods. This test methodology could be used to complement and improve on lowtemperature surveys of J, targeting and uniformity [ 5 ] .
The central distinguishing characteristics of our study were:
1) the use of test structures that allowed accurate detennination of R, despite lead resistance, even at room temperature,
and 2) the use of an extremely rapid process, termed a “shoitloop”, that allowed the determination of J, in a matter of only
a day or two of processing time. We will first describe the two
test structures used, then we will present our result and an
outline of the short-loop process; finally we will conclude
with discussion and analysis of the results.
11. DESCRIPTION
OF EXPERIMENTS
Studies that have examined the electrical characteristics of
a tunneling barrier have traditionally used superconducting
leads to eliminate spurious resistance from the measurements.
The junction resistance was then measured and results were
compared to the theoretical predictions. In the regime where
the junction bias is much less than the height of the tunneling
barrier, tunneling junctions are known to behave like ohmic
resistors: the junction resistance can be written as Rb = p,JA
where P b has units of Q pm2 and is called the specific barrier
resistivity.’ The problem of determining P b from measurement
made with resistive leads requires careful test-structure design.
A. Determining

Pb

Fig. l a shows the cross-bridge Kelvin resistor (CBKR) 1:est
structure which has been used to measure contact resistance in
semiconductor-metal contacts [6] and to study tunneling resistance as a function of temperature [2]. In this test structure
the current flowed in a straight path from the bottom to the
top lead, while the voltage was measured perpendicular to the
direction of current flow; to first order the potential drop in
the leads was not measured. These test structures were fabricated using the Lincoln Laboratory doubly-planarized allrefractory technology for superconductive electron+ This is sometimes referred to as the specific contact resistivity, a term we
avoid as the term “contact” is ambiguous in this case.
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The TJSA test structures measured the barrier resistance
indirectly. The measured resistance of each test structure was
&(W) = 4pb h(w-w,)' + Rl where RI is the lead resistance and
in this case w refers to the junction diameter. Rb was measured for 5-pm-diameter and 1O-pm-diameter junctions: neglecting the sizing error, which was 0.2 pm for these junctions, we can solve for pb:
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Fig.1 Schematic diagrams showing layout of test structures used in this
experiment. A) CBKR test structures allowed determination of the resistance of the barrier and thus Jc by measuring the voltage using probes
perpendicular to the direction of current flow. B) Two-lead test structures,
using two junctions in series, allowed determination of Jc based on
room-temperature measurements after only three photolithography steps.
The lead resistance was subtracted from the measurement by comparing
the resistance of test structures differing only in the barrier area. The base
electrode in this test structure is unpattemed, and is represented in the
figure as an amorphous outline.

ics (DPARTS) process [7]. Fig. Ib shows a test structure
consisting of two Josephson junctions in series. These test
structures were fabricated using 1O-pm-diameter and 5-pmdiameter circular junctions. The difference of the two resistance values was taken in order to eliminate the lead resistance. We refer to this test structure as a two-junction series
array (TJSA). These junctions were fabricated using the
Northrop-Grumman anodization- [8] and etching-based processes [9].
In the case of the CBKR test structures the barrier resistance, Rb, can be expressed as Rb(w)=pd(w - w,)', where w is
the nominal linear edge dimension of the junction and w, is
the sizing error of the junction. By measuring Rb( 10 pm) and
Rb(5 pm) and solving the two equations thus formed for pb,
we get
( 5 p m ) J r n ( J Z + J r n )
~ , ~ 5 ~ ~ , ( 1 0 )

J, was determined using a slightly different method for the
two types of test structures. In the first experiment, using the
CBKR test structures, the junctions were measured in a
poorly shielded Dewar, using a four-point method: the presence of trapped flux in the junctions partially suppressed the
critical current, which then could not be measured directly.
Instead, the junction 1-V characteristics were analyzed digitally to give the gap voltage, V,, and the normal resistance,
R,,, of the junction. I, was then determined by using the empirical relation
0.68V,
I =-.
(3)
Rn

The accuracy of this relation had been previously verified
using measurements in which care had been taken to avoid
trapped flux. This I, is 9% lower than that predicted by the
Ambegaokar-Baratoff relation for 4.2K niobium junctions [IO]. J , was then determined by assuming a fixed spatial
sizing error of the Josephson junctions, so that Ic(w)= J , (w w,)'. Then by measuring I, for I0-and 5-pm junctions, J, was
calculated as follows:
(4)
L

In the TJSA experiment the zero-field I, was determined by
measuring the maximum I, obtained while varying the flux
coupled into a SQUID until at least a full period of I, modulation had been observed. Assuming the two junctions in the
SQUID were well balanced, the I, of the junctions was just ?h
the I, of the SQUID.
111. RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows the observed correlation between the specific
barrier resistivity measured at room temperature and the J,
determined from I-V measurements at 4.2 K. The relationship
in the two cases was not identical; the difference between the
two methods suggests a difference in either the tunneling
barriers, the test structures, or the method used to measure I,.
Of course there were small differences in each of these factors
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Fig. 2. Correlation between J , measured at 4.2 K, and the' specific barrier
resistivity determined at 300 K, using two different fabrication processes
and different test structures, one at MIT Lincoln Laboratory (MITLL) using
CBKR test structures, the other at Northrop-Grumman (NG) using TJSA test
structures. The MULL data shown was corrected for parasitic lead resistance using a theoretical model of the test structures. Uncorrected data
exhibited greater scatter and deviation from the NG data.
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so it is impossible at this point to sort out exactly which contributed the most to the difference observed in Fig. 2.
Iv. DESCRPTION
OF SHORT-LOOP PROCESS
The short-loop process was particularly helpful when used
in conjunction with the TJSA room-temperature .
I
,test
method. This process required only two levels of lithography
and about one day of processing time.
Fig. 3 shows the sideview of the process. First, a trilayer
was deposited on a clean oxidized Si wafer. The deposition
differed from the standard trilayer only in the thickness of the
counter electrode: since anodization was used to define the
junction areas, we reduced the mechanical stress caused by
the N b 2 0 5 by keeping the counter-electrode thickness to under 500 A. Junction areas were defined by a selective niobium
anodization process [ 111 as shown in Fig. 3a and b. The second mask level defined the wiring level of niobium using
image reversal lithography and liftoff (Fig. 3c). A niobium
etching process could also be used for this step.
Due to junction edge effects, test structures fabricated using the short-loop process was not appropriate for determining J, of junctions with high sub-gap leakage: the enhanced
perimeter-dependent current of the leakage effects could not
be sorted out from the decreased perimeter-dependent current
caused by over-anodization.
v . ANALYSIS
AND DISCUSSION
Putting analysis of contributing errors aside for the moment, we first ask the question: why should the specific barrier resistivity prove to be such a good predictor of lowtemperature tunneling critical current? Past studies have

fig. 3. Schematic diagram showing steps in the short-loop process presented in the text.

found that the barrier height, @, is typically -1 eV >> kbT at
300K [4]. Because most excitations occur within kbT of the
Fermi energy, thermal excitations over the barrier do riot
contribute to the tunneling conductance. The remaining teimperature effect, due to temperature-induced variation in the
occupation of states well below the barrier, is expected to be
small and so it is likely that the room temperature conductance will be only slight modified by cooling to 4.2 K. Viis
reasoning explains our finding that there was a strong correlation between the room temperature tunneling conductance
and the 4.2 K normal conductance of the barrier.
Now we turn back to the question of why the test methods
we used were able to the determine small tunneling resistances in the presence of substantial lead resistance. For the
CBKR test structures, the requirement that the resistive voltage drop in the lead margin (see Fig. 1) around the junction
be much less than the voltage drop in the barrier itself leads to
the condition pdR, >> 6w,where R, is the sheet resistance in
the lead. This condition can be understood by noticing that
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when 6 is small there is less potential drop in the current
lead, and so there is less error in the measurement. Also,
when the junction size, w,is decreased, the barrier resistance
goes up as 1/w2while the lead resistance goes up only as llw,
so smaller junction dimensions should tend to emphasize the
junction resistance and reduce the effect of the lead resistance.
The accuracy of the CBKR test structures can be calculated
in a manner similar to the numerical calculation given by Loh
et al. [12], who treat the case where one of the metal layers
(either base-electrode or wiring layer) is assumed to have zero
resistance. We implemented a 2-dimensional model of the
CBKR test structures based on a finite element analysis of
Poisson’s equation. The error in the test structures was thus
compensated for and removed from the measurement.
The TJSA test structures included two potential sources of
systematic error: 1) if the junction area is uncertain, perhaps
due to a sizing bias, the calculation of pb is called into question, and 2) there is a small area of lead around the 5-pmdiameter junction where the current must pass to get to the’
junction that is not present in the 10-pm-diameter junction
(because the leads have the same dimensions in the two cases,
but the Sym-diameter junction is smaller). This additional
lead resistance cannot be compensated for by subtracting the
two junction areas, but this contribution is only a fraction of a
square. Neither of these two effects should greatly impact the
reproducibility of the J , vs. pb correlation shown in Fig. 2, but
might explain some of the remaining difference between the
two processes.
There were two additional sources of systematic measurement error that deserve mention: 1) Because the counterelectrode was on top of the barrier, it was impossible to avoid
adding the resistance of the counterelectrode to that of the
barrier in the measurement. For the DPARTS process, however, the measured resistance will exceed the actual barrier
resistance by only -0.25% due to this effect. 2) From other
experiments we know that in the DPARTS process, the barrier is non-uniform, specifically that a low-J, region exists
around the outer -0.5 pm of the junction. This will effectively
increase the lead margin, 6, and lower the accuracy of the
measurements. This effect was not included in the calculations of lead resistance error that went into the data shown in
Fig. 2.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The central result of this work is that J , can be accurately
determined based on measurements made only at room temperature. This was achieved by first determining the specific
barrier resistivity at room temperature by two methods, and
then correlating the measured resistivity to J , determined at
4.2K. This result greatly facilitates improved control over
junction critical currents: it allows the processing engineer to
test junctions before processing is completed and eliminate
wafers that are out of the target I, range. Furthermore, by
periodic testing of devices during processing, one can detect

device parameter shifts during fabrication due to damage of
the wafers by a tool or process. We have also presented a
short-loop process that can be used in conjunction with the
test structures described to determine the J , of a trilayer in a
matter of a day or two of processing time. By demonstrating
room-temperature monitoring of the 4.2 K behavior of Josephson junctions, these results reduce the difficulty inherent
in processing devices for cryogenic Josephson junction electronics.
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